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Abstract— This paper attempts to establish the case for the use 
of  SNA  to  uncover  the  invisible  patterns  and  structures  of 
academic community. An overview of the possible application 
areas and methods and metrics of SNA are also provided. A 
case of the structure and characteristics of the digital library 
community  is  provided  to  illustrate.  The  digital  library 
community exhibits the small world phenomenon and the key 
authors and players in terms of editors of major journals form 
a  cohesive  group  and  they  form  the  invisible  college  that 
influences the direction and spread of the field. 
 Keywords-  Social  Network  Analysis;  academic  communities;  
author  networks;  small  world  phenomenon;  author  
collaboration; digital libraries. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Social Network Analysis (SNA)
Social  network  analysis  as  a  field  of  study  is  growing 
rapidly  and  in  popularity.  It  is  now evolving  into  a  new 
paradigm  across  academia,  business,  industry,  popular 
culture and folklore.  It  is  both an approach and a tool  to 
uncover and understand the hidden side of connections that 
drive  certain  phenomenon involving  a  network  of  human 
players.  Since  every  discipline  in  this  world—including 
science and technology, and not just the social sciences and 
the  humanities—involve  human  actors,  SNA  has  gained 
currency as an effective tool to study those invisible paths or 
lines  that  show  the  ties  or  links  between  people, 
organizations  and  phenomena  themselves.  It  has  been 
deployed  to  uncover  and  visualize  hidden  patterns  in  as 
diverse  groups  as  academic  communities  to  terrorists 
communities;  as  diverse  phenomenon  as  correlating 
performance  and  creativity  to  predicting  who will  be  the 
next US president [16]. It has been used to study everything 
from  political  power  [19]  to  the  spread  of  viruses  [26]; 
terrorism [7];  and,  innovation [35].  The characteristics  of 
networks and the phenomenon reveal a great deal of unseen 
hidden  factors  at  a  different  level  of  granularity.  It  is  a 
useful tool for evaluating the extent and intensity of social 
relationships  among individuals and organizations  making 
up the network. Through a variety of methods and metrics 
— centrality, cohesion, geodesic and others; on diverse sets 
of data from — emails to acknowledgements, it is possible 
to make the invisible, visible. Many social network theorists 
believe that SNA is a vast but yet untapped power. 
B. Circle of Influence, Turning Points and Social  
Change
By measuring the patterns of interaction and communication 
among members of a network, one can uncover the origins 
of  ideas,  certain  behaviors  and decision making.  There is 
increasing  interest  in  linking  the  distribution  of  cultural 
ideas and practices to social communities [2], [23]. Studies 
have  been  carried  out  to  assess  the  relationship  between 
network dynamics and community “readiness” to engage in 
the social change processes. Some well-known case studies 
include  “Communities  That  Care  program”  [13],  the 
structure of drug distribution rings [25], and others.  Martin 
[23]  argues  that  while  predicting  the  specific  content  of 
ideas is often not possible, we can link the shape of an idea 
space to the structure of a network. As Gladwell in his book 
Tipping Point very tellingly narrates, the “connectors”, the 
“mavens”,  and  the  “salesmen”  of  a  society  form  potent 
drivers  influencing  changes  in  societies  [14].Thick 
Networks  and  their  impact  on  Japanese  Environmental 
Protest were studied by Broadbent [4]. 
In this paper, we focus on SNA and its methods to make the 
invisible visible by giving an over view of its metrics and 
tools and outlining some of the application domains. Some 
case  studies  of  understanding  the  network  dynamics  of 
academic  community,  authors’  community  and  the 
“influencers” community of editors are discussed.  
II.  WEB 2.0 AND SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL NETWORKS  
In its first phase, web connected computers and networks, 
and  let  one sided  or  unidirectional  information flow.  But 
web 2.0 went one step further—it is a coming together of 
the Internet and the social networks that has linked humans 
throughout civilizations. It is actually connecting people and 
information flow is bidirectional  and it  is enabling one to 
one,  one  to  many  and  many  to  many  interactions  and 
information flows. 
We need to examine the broader process at work and  look 
beyond  the  web  2.0  sites  such  as  Facebook;  Linked  in; 
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MySpace;  Wikipedia;  digg;  del.icio.us;  YouTube;  and 
flickr.  People  move  through  online  spaces  to  form 
connections  with  others,  build  virtual  communities,  and 
engage  in  some  form  of  self-expression.  For  example 
Facebook's  350  million  and  more  users  spend  8  billion 
minutes on Facebook, post 45 million status updates and it 
continues  to  grow  in  numbers,  in  connections,  and 
interactions.  Even  as  these  new  social  networking  sites 
have  led to  changes  in our  ways  of  communication,  they 
have  also remained  unchanged  in  terms the  principles  of 
human  social  interaction—principles  that  can  now  be 
observed and  aggregated at unprecedented  levels of scale 
and  granularity through the data being generated by these 
online  worlds.  Like  time-lapse  video  or  photographs 
through a microscope, these images of social networks offer 
glimpses of everyday life from an unconventional vantage 
point—images  depicting  phenomena  such  as  the  flow  of 
information through an organization or the disintegration of 
a  social  group  into  rival  factions.  Science  advances 
whenever  we can  take  something that  was once  invisible 
and make it visible; and this is now taking place with regard 
to social networks and social processes [17].
Over the past couple of years numerous academic-focused 
social  networking  sites  such  as  www.academia.edu  and 
reference management systems like www.connotea.org have 
emerged.  There  are  more  content-focused  social  network 
sites,  such  as  www.mendeley.com, which allows users  to 
upload  and  share  their  research  papers,  and 
www.myexperiment.org,  which  offers  the  opportunity  to 
share  workflows  and  methodologies  [34].  While  some of 
these  sites  are  new  commercial  ventures,  some  have 
emerged from an academic background and some have the 
backing of the big scientific publishers. Most noticeable is 
the presence of the scientific publishers amongst  the sites 
designed  for  managing  scholarly  references  online: 
www.citeulike.org is  sponsored  by  Springer, 
www.2collab.com is  owned  by  Elsevier,  and 
www.connotea.org is part of the Nature Publishing Group. 
Nature  Publishing Group also has  the  Nature  Network,  a 
social  network  site  focused  on  scientific  discussions  in 
groups and forums.
III. SCIENCE OF NETWORKS AND SOCIAL NETWROKS 
A. Science of Networks and Network of Science 
You  see  networks  everywhere.  From  games  about 
connectivity  such  as  “Six  Degrees  of  Kevin  Bacon”  to 
understanding  dynamics  of  food  networks,  World  Wide 
Web,  terrorist  network  to  structure  of  collaboration 
networks [10], [18]. The structure of a network affects the 
function of the system such as flow of information, spread 
of disease etc. Consequently a new science of networks has 
emerged in the recent past. It is an intellectually intriguing 
academic  pursuit  with interesting possibilities.  Disciplines 
such  as  sociology,  applied  mathematics,  physics,  and 
computer  science  have  contributed  tremendously  to  the 
science  of  networks  [27].  The  phrase  “Six  Degrees  of 
separation”  coined  by  Stanley  Milgram  in  the  early 
empirical  study  of  “Small  world  problem”  [24]  was 
immortalized by John Guare in the 1990 play. However, it is 
perhaps best known for the popular game “Six Degrees of 
Kevin Bacon” (http://oracleofbacon.org).  The international 
best  seller  Tipping Point by Gladwell  [14]  has turned the 
concept of impact of social networks into folklore. A sense 
of excitement surrounds this fast developing field, with new 
papers appearing almost daily and an unprecedented degree 
of integration across many disciplines [36].
B. Network Properties 
SNA generates several kinds of network properties – such 
as   ‘centrality’;  ‘components’;  ‘cohesion’;  ‘density’; 
‘geodesic’;  ‘ego  networks’;  and  the  ‘small  world 
phenomenon’. A brief description of these SNA metrics that 
are usually deployed is provided here.
Centrality
Centrality relates to the position of a particular node within 
the network. Local centrality is concerned with the number 
of  direct  relationships  a  particular  node  has  with  all  the 
other  nodes.  A high  number  indicates  nodes  with a  high 
level  of  local  centrality.  Centrality  includes  three  other 
measures  –  degree  centrality;  betweenness  centrality;  and 
the closeness centrality. The degree centrality is the sum of 
all other actors who are directly connected to the actor. The 
betweenness  centrality is the extent to which an author is 
directly connected only to those other authors that are not 
directly connected to each other; an intermediary; liaisons; 
bridges. The Closeness Centrality tells how close an author 
is on an average to all other authors
Components
Components of a graph are sub-graphs that are connected 
within,  but  disconnected  between  sub-graphs  [31].  For 
example sometimes authors  don’t  collaborate  with others; 
such authors  in a  network are  known as “isolates.”  More 
interesting components are those which divide the network 
into separate parts, and where each part has several actors 
who are connected to one another. Cohesion is the degree to 
which  actors  are  connected  directly  to  each  other  by 
cohesive bonds. An actor is “reachable” by another if there 
exists, a set of connections by which we can trace from the 
source to the target actor, regardless of how many others fall 
between  them.  Density  is  a  measure  of  the  level  of 
connectivity  within  the  network.  It  reflects  the  actual 
number of links as a proportion of total possible links. 
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Geodesic
In  co-authorship  networks,  two  authors  know each  other 
through  collaboration.  For  both  directed  and  undirected 
data, the geodesic distance is the number of relations in the 
shortest  possible  walk  from  one  actor  to  another.  The 
geodesic distance is widely used in network analysis. There 
may  be  many  connections  between  two  authors  in  a 
network.  The  geodesic  path  (s)  is  often  the  "optimal"  or 
"shortest" connection between two authors.
Ego Networks
‘Ego’ is an individual focal node. By looking at "ego" and 
the  "ego  network”,  one  can  get  a  sense  of  the  structural 
constraints and opportunities that  an author faces,  and the 
role  that  an  actor  plays  in  a  social  structure.  Egocentric 
methods really focus on the individual, rather than on the 
network  as  a  whole.  Such  information  is  useful  for 
understanding how an individual can influence the network. 
C. Dynamic Network Analysis:  Emerging Trends in SNA
With the emergence of large number of networks, a wide 
range  of  challenges  face  the  network  scientists. 
Understanding these disparate  social network systems and 
identifying  common  static  topological  properties  and 
dynamic  properties  during the formation and evolution of 
these social networks, and how contextual information can 
help in analyzing the pertaining social networks are some of 
the  challenges  in  SNA.  These  issues  have  important 
implications  on community  discovery,  anomaly detection, 
and  trend  prediction.  Identification  of  static  and  dynamic 
properties  can  enhance  applications  in  multiple  domains 
such as information retrieval, recommendation systems, and 
security and others.
Dynamic Network Analysis (DNA) is an emergent scientific 
field that brings together traditional social network analysis, 
link analysis  (LA) and multi-agent systems (MAS) within 
network science and network theory. The statistical analysis 
of  DNA data  and the  utilization of  simulation to  address 
issues  of  network dynamics  are the two major  aspects  of 
DNA.  What differentiates  dynamic  networks  is  that  they 
are larger,  dynamic, multi-mode, multi-plex networks, and 
may  contain  varying  levels  of  uncertainty.  DNA,  like 
quantum  mechanics,  is  a  theory  in  which  relations  are 
probabilistic,  acts  of  measurement  change  the  network, 
movement in one part of a network propagates throughout 
the  entire  system,  and  so  on.  However,  DNA nodes  can 
learn, unlike quantum mechanical atoms. The main issue to 
contend is DNA requires extensive computational resources 
and many simulation models are built for a single purpose 
and  cannot  be  reused,  quickly  making  them  obsolete. 
Additionally,  interpreting  and  moving  this  level  of 
information into the practical  realm and scale is not yet  a 
functional reality [6].
III. NETWORK OF SCIENCE, SCHOLARSHIP, AND ACADEMIC 
COMMUNITIES
The  network  of  science  refers  to  the  collection  and 
connections of scientists and scientific organizations. Social 
Network  analysis  helps  to  see  how groups  of  individuals 
“fit”  together  in  social  or  work  environments.  It  helps 
identify  people  who  may  be  at  the  centre  of  groups  or 
people  who  are  peripheral.  In  order  to  understand  the 
dynamics  of scientific research it  is important  to examine 
the  formal  and  informal  communication  networks  of 
researchers. As Kuhn notes in his classic book Structure of  
scientific revolutions a paradigm transforms a group into a 
profession or, at least, a discipline and the paradigm guides 
the whole group’s research, and it is this criterion that most 
clearly proclaims a field as science [20]. Today, the use of 
SNA for the study of academic networks has brought in a 
fresh  dimension  to  the  exploration  of  collaborations, 
research  trends  and  paradigms,  and  behavior  of  the 
academic community and its impact. 
Scholarship may be defined as acts of mind made public in 
some manner, and subjected to peer-review by members of 
one's  intellectual  or  professional  community,  and  maybe 
cited,  refuted,  built  upon,  and  shared  among members  of 
that  community.  Scholarship  properly  communicated  and 
critiqued serves as the building block for knowledge growth 
in  a  field  [33].  Scholarship  includes  the dissemination of 
this knowledge through various means such as publications, 
presentations,  professional  practice  and  the  application  of 
this  new  knowledge  to  the  enrichment  of  the  life  and 
society. It is a source of distinctive value that the academy 
provides.  Collaboration,  across  time  and  space,  is  the 
fundamental method of scholarship, and without it we can 
do nothing of value [5]. Invisible Colleges—a term coined 
by Price in 1961 to describe informal networks of scientific 
specialists—is noted to influence the growth of specialties. 
Crane’s work linked the rapid development of new ideas to 
the  social  structure  of  the  small  “invisible  colleges”  [8]. 
Today, the use of SNA for the study of academic networks 
has  brought  in  a  fresh  dimension  to  the  exploration  of 
collaborations, research trends and paradigms, and behavior 
of the academic community and its impact. 
IV. NETWORK DYNAMICS OF SCHOLARSHIP: A 
SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS OF DIGITAL 
LIBRARY COMMUNITY
New communities are built, in part, through partnerships of 
individuals within and between existing communities [22]. 
Researchers  integrate  from  different  communities  and 
collaborate.  Digital  Library  (DL)  is  one  such 
interdisciplinary  community  which  despite  its  relative 
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youth, has emerged as a discipline and an area of research 
and  education  for  information  science,  computer  science 
and  a  number  of  other  related  disciplines.  In  a  relatively 
short period of time, digital libraries have become a global 
phenomenon, with considerable funds spent on research. DL 
represent the meeting point of a large number of technical 
areas within the field of informatics (e.g. data management, 
information retrieval,  the web, image processing,  artificial 
intelligence,  human-computer interaction, etc.)  and several 
other  disciplines  and  fields  beyond  informatics,  such  as 
library  sciences,  museum  sciences,  archives,  sociology, 
psychology,  knowledge  management  etc.  Because  of  the 
interdisciplinary  nature  of  this  field,  it  has  drawn  the 
attention  of  information  professionals  and  scientists  from 
other fields such as computer science etc. [9], [12].
Our research efforts are in the direction of understanding the 
network  dynamics  of  an  interdisciplinary  domain  —DL 
community, focusing on the linkages of the core members 
with an understanding that these are the leaders in shaping 
field and its contours. It attempts to uncover the patterns of 
“Diversified  Convergence”  and  the  structure  of  this 
interdisciplinary domain which emerged at the intersection 
of  various  communities.  We wanted  to  find out  how this 
discipline  evolved  over  the  years.  Our  research  aims  to 
study  the  phenomenon  of  “networks”  and  “small  world’ 
amongst  DL  community  by  applying  the  social  network 
analysis techniques and parameters. Studying these network 
characteristics  has  given  us  better  understanding  of  its 
cohesiveness  as  a  discipline.  In  addition,  the  underlying 
factors  that  contribute  to  author  collaboration  and  the 
pattern  and  characteristics  of collaboration  network  have 
also become visible. Through this analysis we were able to 
identify front-runners and the circle of influence of the DL 
scientific community. 
V. DATA SETS AND TOOLS OF SNA 
SNA  research  is  data  centric,  analytics  oriented  and 
visualization based. The datasets for our research are from 
the  following:   Literature—prestigious  conferences  and 
journals  in  the  domain  of  DL;  Online  database  of  DL 
literature; other groups such as Social Networking groups. 
The conferences that we used are JCDL (Joint conference 
on  Digital  Libraries);  ECDL  (European  Conference  on 
Digital  Libraries);  ICADL  (International  Conference  on 
Asian  Digital  Libraries);  DL  (IEEE  Advances  in  Digital 
Libraries);  ADL (ACM Conference  on  Digital  Libraries). 
The journals that are listed in ISI (Thomson Scientific) Web 
of Knowledge (http://scientific.thomson.com/products) were 
used  for  some parts  of  study.  Various  kinds  of  networks 
such  as  collaboration  networks,  editorial  board  networks, 
affiliation network, co-citation networks etc are studied to 
get a clear insight of the dynamics of the DL community.
Social  network  analysis  works  with  special  software 
(e.g.UCINET,  Pajek,  NetDraw,  etc.)  to  develop  detailed 
maps of social, economic and cultural relations. The graphs 
show  the  formal  and  informal  channels  information 
dissemination,  networks  through  which  knowledge  and 
resources are being exchanged and who the key players are 
who is at the center and wields the most control. There are 
many social network analysis tools available, which help in 
analysis as well as visualization. 
VI. THE SMALL WORLD OF DIGITAL LIBRARY
The notion that every person on the planet is separated from 
everyone  else  by  a  chain  of  about  six  people  has  been 
around for some time. Small world phenomenon has been of 
a  great  interest  to  researchers  in  understanding  co-
authorship networks [27]. The “small world effects’ concept 
speculated by Milgram proposed that it takes maximum six 
steps  to  reach  any  other  person  anywhere.  Small  world 
effect has been an important property of a social network for 
a research community [28], [29], [11].Small world property 
is  a  crucial  feature  of  a  functional  scientific  community 
[27].  Newman  [28]  studied  the  small  world  property  of 
biology,  medicine,  physics  and  computer  Science,  and 
found  that,  in  all  cases,  scientific  communities  seem  to 
constitute  a  small  world,  in  which  only  5-6  steps  are 
necessary to reach any scientist in that community. Goyal, 
Leij  and  Moraga-Gonzalez  [15]  studied  the  small  world 
phenomenon  in  economics  community.  They  identified 
stable  and  changing  features  of  the  structure  of  co-
authorship  in  economics  and  concluded  that  economics 
community  is  a  small  world  with  interlinked  stars.  The 
smaller  the  world  is,  it  is  very  easy  to  disseminate  the 
information or it  would be fast for a research to be made 
known.  Our previous  study [32]  showed that  the  average 
distance of shortest path from one author to another in the 
co-authorship network of DL is 3.5, which proves that the 
Digital  Library world is indeed a small world. This small 
world shows that it is very easy to reach any author within 
the giant component and as a result it is also very easy to 
have easy and fast flow of resources between these authors.
VII.  DL COMMUNITY : CO -AUTHORSHIP NETWORK
We studied the scientific collaboration of authors in the field 
of  DL based  on the  co-authorship network  of  top eleven 
authors  in  the  field.  These  authors  were  analyzed  using 
various parameters [32] and results compared with the study 
carried out by Liu et al [21] on DL research communities. 
Liu  et  al  considered  DL  conferences  and  studied  the 
network  of  authors  as  well  as  referees  of  JCDL.  Our 
research  aim  is  to  identify  the  core  authors  and  study 
network  pattern  of  only  those  core  members.  Different 
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Parameters  such  as  Betweenness  centrality,  Degree 
centrality,  clique,  etc.  of the author network were studied 
All the measures strongly suggested that Edward A. Fox and 
Hsinchun Chen are the most active members in terms of co- 
authorship and record count and play a very important role 
in the network. We also found that the network is divided 
into two components; the Giant component comprises 
of the majority of nodes or the authors (Fig. 1). 
The small  world  effect  can  be seen in  this  network.  The 
average geodesic distance between any pair (reachable) is as 
low as 3.5, which suggests that DL world is indeed a small 
world where anyone can reach the author in 3.5 steps on 
average. This study is the first level or look at the scientific 
collaboration in DL world.
Similarly  another  study was  carried  out  on  co-authorship 
network  of  authors  as  represented  in  Journals.  D-Lib 
magazine  and  International  Journal  on  Digital  Libraries 
(JODL) formed the basis of data source. (Fig.2). This study 
also  showed  Edward  A.  Fox  as  one  who  plays  a  very 
important role as also shown in our earlier study. We also 
found that  the network is  divided into many components, 
the Giant component comprises of the majority of nodes or 
the  authors.  The  average  geodesic  distance  between  any 
pair,  is 6.1,  which suggests that  six degrees  of separation 
theory holds true for Digital Library world.
Betweenness centrality can be regarded as a measure of the 
extent to which a node has control over information flowing 
between  others.  The  node  or  author  with  highest 
“Betweenness” acts as a gatekeeper controlling the flow of 
resources between the nodes, which it connects. Edward A. 
Fox  dominates  the  network  in  terms  of  betweenness 
centrality as well. Edward A. Fox, Terence R. Smith, Carl 
Lagoze and Hsinchun Chen are among the top 15 authors in 
DL. 
Fig.2 Co authorship network of D-Lib and JODL research 
community
VIII. EDITORIAL BOARD NETWORK OF DL JOURNALS – THE CIRCLE 
OF INFLUENCE
We  tried  to  unravel  the  structure  of  DL  community  by 
studying the diversified convergence of DL domain, based 
on the editor network. Premised on the fact that boundaries 
and directions of a field, especially an evolving one such as 
digital  libraries  is  shaped  by  journals  and  their  editors, 
editor network of top fifty six journals in the field of digital 
libraries was studied. These fifty six journals were identified 
based  on  publication  count  as  per  the  Thomson  Reuters 
Web of Science. The editor network was analyzed using the 
social  network  analysis  techniques  and  tools  such  as 
centrality, betweenness of journals and editors. Our results 
show that while computer science is the common thread, the 
library and information science is the field that dominates 
both in the category of  top ranking journals  and also the 
editors. It  also shows that the network is highly connected 
with giant component comprising of 84.1 percent of editors 
(Fig.3). Geographical distribution of these editors confirms 
the dominance of USA.
The network formed eleven components. Of these, the giant 
component  constituted  84%  of  editors.  It  shows  that  the 
editor network is very well connected. Among editors, Gary 
F  Gorman  has  the  highest  degree  centrality  followed  by 
Thomas Nisonger and Gary Marchionini. The other editors 
who could be considered as influencers are - Alan Gilchrist ; 
Amanda  Spink  ;  Andrew  Dillon  ;  Charles  Oppenheim  ; 
Derek  Law  ;  Edward  A.  Fox  ;  Jennifer  Rowley  ;  Jim 
Jansen ; Mike Thelwall ; Niels Ole Pors ; Ricardo Baeza-
Yates ; Christine L. Borgman. Fox and Marchionini having 
figured in most of the previous studies of DL, appear to be 
leading  the  field.  Centrality  of  journal  shows  that  even 
though Library Review and Library Management are the top 
ranked  journals  in  terms  of  degree  but  Information 
Processing  and  Management  (IPM)  ranks  top  in  case  of 
betweenness,  Journal  of  the  American  Society  for 
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Information Science  Technology (JASIST)  and IPM have 
the most common number of editors.
Comparing with the study carried  out  by Baccini  and his 
colleagues  [1]  on  statistical  journals,  we  find  that  while 
statistics is a very well connected network with only four 
isolates. The value line where in the value of the ties of the 
network  is  the  number  of  editors  common  to  a  pair  of 
journals varies from 1 to as high as 83; whereas in digital 
libraries  values  ranged  from  1-6.The  difference  in  the 
results  of  the  two  studies  could  be  because  of  the 
comparatively  less  number  of  journals  considered  for  the 
study. The important reason could be the nature of the two 
disciplines; DL is a highly multidisciplinary domain. 
Fig3.  Network of Editors and the its components 
IX   DL NETWORK :CITESEER COMMUNITY
CiteSeer  has  emerged  as  a  web-based  scientific  literature 
digital library and search engine that focuses primarily on 
the  literature  in  the  fields  of  computer  and  information 
science.  Hence  it  is  expected  to  present  a  fairly 
comprehensive and huge collection of literature on Digital 
Libraries.  Premised on this, the CiteSeer was chosen as a 
dataset  for  the  study.  This  study  attempted  to  map  the 
collaboration  network  of  CiteSeer  digital  library  research 
community (Fig.4).  Top six authors were identified based 
on  the  record  count  in  CiteSeer  and  their  co-authorship 
network  of  data  taken  from DBLP  database  was  created. 
Results  showed  that,  DL  community  of  CiteSeer  is  a 
fragmented world forming number of components. CiteSeer 
is a heterogeneous community of authors whose expertise is 
diverse and inter-disciplinary. The difference in the present 
work with other earlier mentioned studies is due to the fact 
dataset was that of co- authorship network of peer reviewed 
conferences  and  journals  dedicated  to  a  specific  domain, 
thus forming a dense, homogenous and a small community. 
Fig.4 Collaboration network of CiteSeer
X . CONCLUSION 
We  believe  that  SNA  holds  immense  potential  to 
unravel  the mysteries of connections and patterns of 
entities  and  interactions  between  entities  –  whether 
authors or terrorists. Just as spread of diseases, spread 
of ideas also seems to follow some kind of circle of 
influences through a social network of ego networks 
and connectors. Our study of the academic community 
of  the  domain  of  digital  libraries  based on different 
types of datasets, reveals that the fabled “six degrees 
of  separation’  holds  true  in  this  case  as  well.   Our 
study also evidences that conferences and specialized 
or  domain  specific  journals  not  only  represent  the 
“invisible  college”  of  any  discipline  and  some  key 
individuals form the egos and ego networks perhaps 
constituting the circle of influences. 
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